
 

 

 
 

 
Official radio stations 
 
- 9 official radio stations will be active from september 9, 2007 till october 20, 2007. 
 
- Callsigns for these official radio stations will be the following ones : 
 
14AT /RWC /A                                  Lens 

14AT /RWC /B                                  Paris 

14AT /RWC /C                                 Nantes 

14AT /RWC /D                                 Bordeaux 

14AT /RWC /E                                 Lyon 

14AT /RWC /F                                 St Etienne 

14AT /RWC /G                                Montpellier 

14AT /RWC /H                                Toulouse 

14AT /RWC /I                                 Marseille 

 
 
Contacts 

 
- All operators are asked to contact every station only once, unless not being sure to be 

in the log. 
- There is no progressive number exchange, but only the indication “in the log” 

(example: 14AT999 you are in the log). 
 

Log 
 

- The log with all contacted stations or the QSLs will have to be sent to 14AT683 
Maryleine  ( P.O Box : 9 , CP : 27450 ST GEORGES DU VIEVRE ) or 
maryleine@wanadoo.fr 

- A log sheet is available for download on the French AT web site (In the general menu, 
go to the column “Alfa Tango” and then “Documentations”). 

- Send your logs on December 31st, 2007 at the latest. 
 
Qsl and diploma: 
 

- A special QSL will be edited for this event. 
- A special diploma (size A4) will be edited also. It will be delivered to people who will 

have 6 official stations contacted at least, and who will sent their log or QSLs. 
- The contribution is voluntary …. but an envelope with your address (or more, if you 

want, hix40 !) would be extremely appreciated, in order to save time to the manager. 



 

 

- For the stations having 6 official stations contacted, and wishing to receive the 
diploma, please simply join an adhesive label with your address. Do not join a self-
addressed envelope …. size A4 !!!! 

 
Reward 
 
A reward will be allotted to the first 3 stations (whatever the group) who will have contacted 
all the official stations, in the minimum of time. 
However, if nobody succeed in contacting all the official stations, the classification for the 
rewards will be made in decreasing order (8 official stations and most quickly, 7 official 
stations and most quickly …. etc). 
The rewards will be given to the winners during the french general meeting 2008, and the 
classification of the trio, put online on the french AT web site, at the end of this meeting. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


